
KYT PROSPECTUS

The Kuan Yin Transmission™

Divine Feminine Energy Work with Our Five Enlightened Mothers

Kuan Yin Transmission™ – Foundations Level

This 16-week Kuan Yin Transmissions™ training will allow you to tune energetically to
Our Five Enlightened Mothers  – Kuan Yin, Isis, Mother Mary, Tara and Kali. Be initiated
into the sacred practices of these Divine Feminine beings to generate healing with
voice, hands and heart.

Intakes every March and August

Welcome to The Kuan Yin Transmission™

The call of the Divine Feminine is the call to the heart. This is sacred work to create
spiritual benefit for all beings. It is not restricted to women. It is for all hearts that
recognise the value of the Divine Feminine and wish to strengthen her loving presence
upon the Earth for the greater good.



Experience, generate and channel divine energy from the heart with innovative,
renowned spiritual teacher Alana Fairchild.  Become a precious participant in our sacred
higher purpose to manifest love, protection, grace and blessing for all.

Course Details

·       Spiritual healing course

·       16 weeks

·       4 modules

·       4-5 hours per week

·       Mix of videos, MP3s, reading materials and practical application

·       Cost USD $1888 / AUD $2609  (as at Sept 22 2021)

Payment plan information

Four Monthly Payments OF USD $472 / AUD $652 (as at Sept 22 2021)

Embrace this living modality and travel the path of the Divine Feminine to liberate and
heal

The Sacred Soul Work of the Kuan Yin Transmission™ with Alana and Our Five
Enlightened Mothers

You are invited to join Alana for this empowering online healer training focusing on the
beautiful realm of the Divine Feminine. Not just for women. Not just for healers. But for
all those that seek a spiritually intimate soul-to-soul initiation into the exquisite realm of
the Divine Feminine and a deep, personal connection with Our Five Enlightened
Mothers.

Created by Alana, the Kuan Yin Transmission™ is an entire and complete spiritual path
of Divine Feminine embodiment and sacred energy work practices for self, others and
planet. Integrating the ancient practices of mudra (sacred gesture) and mantra (sacred
sound) and channelling practices such as The Red Threads of Isis™, The Seal of
Horus™ and Mudra Dance™ , the program is designed to empower and elevate your
spiritual path and proficiency in  manifesting higher energies.



A unique Divine Feminine energy work practice

· Activate the presence of Our Five Enlightened Mothers. Using the spiritual
activation key known as The Hamsa of the Cosmic Madonna™, centering on the
frequencies of Venus, you are taught to activate the presence of Our Five
Enlightened Mothers in your own soul.

· Be initiated into the sacred practices to manifest divine energy. Using
invocation, channeling and healing you will become empowered to practice potent
healing, embracing the energies to heal yourself, others and our planet.

· Creativity and flexibility to intuitively craft your own style of practice. Explore
numerous possible combinations of essential elements of practice with optional
additional methods such as  chanting, singing, sacred dance, hands-on healing
energy or distant healing via crystal and via meditation, to create your own signature
practice of the modality.

Meet Our Five Enlightened Mothers

· EASTERN GODDESS OF COMPASSION KUAN YIN

Kuan Yin takes multiple forms to meet the needs of all beings. She is gentle but like
any feminine being she will assume a more ferocious form if necessary in order to
protect what she loves. She takes masculine forms when that will best serve her higher
loving purpose, bringing through much needed sacred masculine energies of
tenderness, strength, courage and protection, as well as the Divine Feminine energies
that nourish our souls.

· OUR MOTHER OF MIRACLES MOTHER MARY

Mother Mary has manifested healing miracles and empowering visions for humans all
around the world. She is a truly kind, powerful and astonishingly resourceful guardian,
willing and able to respond to any genuine request for help.

She, and all of the authentically enlightened divine beings that we connect with in The
Kuan Yin Transmission™ does not judge you or require that you adopt or reject certain
beliefs. She simply wants to help you on your unique life path – whatever that is for you
– in all ways.

· ANCIENT STAR MOTHER TARA



Tara is an ancient goddess celebrated throughout cultures in the East and the West. In
Tibet and Nepal in particular, she is recognised as manifesting in multiple colours to
represent her varied responses to prayers, depending on what will best serve. From
forms that grant prosperity and enhance the law of attraction, to the fierce forms that
distil truth and cut through the illusions of ego, Tara is a liberating force of love that
holds the power to transform us and our world.

· FIERCE BLACK GODDESS OF INDIA KALI

Kali is wrathful yet loving, fierce yet kind. She is called upon for shelter from extreme
negativity and for assistance with those problems that just seem impossible to resolve.
And she is the creative source for all resources needed to successfully manifest one’s
divine destiny.

Adored as a provider of blessings and protections, she is deeply respected as a
teacher. Her guidance instructs us on how to find benefit in our challenges and heal our
relationship with our shadow or dark side, so we can grow in wholeness and wisdom as
a consequence. When we connect with Kali, we are giving the universe permission to
realign our lives so that they are authentic, empowered and tuned into an abundant flow
of grace.

· GODDESS OF LOVE AND MAGIC ISIS

This Ancient Egyptian winged-goddess of love, magic and healing alchemy, Isis, is a
master teacher on how to defeat negative forces in ourselves and in our world. She is a
gentle and powerful being, who holds the keys to the power of the heart. Her presence
enables us to overcome any obstacle and grow wiser and stronger in the process,
without becoming bitter or losing trust, hope and faith. She connects us to the higher
frequency consciousness of the stars and supports our spiritual awakening and heart
healing in the most beautiful ways.

When your heart speaks, listen

Beloved, if the Kuan Yin Transmission™ is meant for you, you will be drawn inexorably
towards it, from your heart. You may not understand now, but the divine attraction will
call to you, speaking to you intuitively at a soul level. We encourage you to embrace the
truth of your inner experience

From my heart, you are warmly invited to join us.

Discover Kuan Yin Transmission™



16-weeks of joyful, soul-expanding learning

Creative, flexible and inspired applications across a broad range of healing needs.

The Kuan Yin Transmission™ is a spiritual practice and a healing modality which can
be creatively applied to bring healing to any situation. This might include self-healing,
healing with others individually or in groups. It may even include sending healing as
needed to individual and group recipients, and to distant places, or focusing on
particular issues as an offering for the global healing of humanity and our planet
including all her precious creatures.

Divinely-inspired Kuan Yin Transmission™ tools.

Practitioners have creative freedom to follow their inspiration in applying the
carefully-created and precise tools of the modality. From quiet speech to vibrant singing,
from meditation or dance to oracle cards, hands-on-healing, restful meditations and
working with a crystal, the modality can be adapted to suit your personal style of
practice as a healer, whilst still being grounded in an effective and safe method.

Heal yourself, heal others.

This beautiful modality can be used to heal family and friends, and also focused on your
own soul awakening, spiritual practice and self-healing, if you prefer. Participants in the
course are warmly welcomed into our vibrant Community of the Sacred, to practice
healing together for the benefit of our planet and her creatures. Community membership
can continue after the course work is completed.

Links to download course guide and website URL for more information

Enrol Now

The Structure of the Kuan Yin Transmission™ Training Program

Beloved, here’s a peek at the transformational magic that is Kuan Yin Transmission™

MODULE ONE - Luminous Earth

Week One During week one you will be welcomed into the experience of embracing
your innate Divine Feminine energies of the heart, whilst re-orienting your mind towards
the inner realm. There is a push-pull between inner and outer experience, especially for



modern people on a spiritual path. Navigate this process by allotting yourself sufficient
time to explore and reflect upon the course materials.

Weeks Two and Three

This fortnight can be strong in effect. You will connect with short sound healings and
prayer practices at least once during the fortnight, and you are encouraged to rest
afterwards and then journal the day or two following. You are invited to share your
experiences or reflections in the forum.

Week Four

In this week we begin with our elemental focus, opening up to the divine building blocks
of sacred being. There are two healing processes to explore this week. Please give
yourself time to rest and process, especially immediately after the healing process.

If you have physical, emotional and/or psychological detoxification or spiritual
purification taking place, witness with compassion, express without being consumed by
it. Journal it. Dance, sing or honour your process in an altar or creative process. Take
care of yourself.

Weeks Five and Six

In weeks five and six we’ll become familiar with five element theory, rudimentary
anatomy and the goddesses. If all aspects of the philosophy are new to you, then
honour your courage in embracing something so unfamiliar, whilst resting into the
process.

Do not attempt to devour the material all at once. Give yourself time over this fortnight
to work through it. You do not need to pressure yourself to remember anything. Even
after completing the course you will continue to learn about the elements, organs and
goddesses if you are open to it. It is an ongoing process to understand deeply.

MODULE TWO - Ripening Fire

Week Seven

In this week we begin working with spiritual practice and healing, particularly focusing
on conscious surrender, enlightened touch, mantra (sacred sound), mudra (sacred
gesture) and visualisation. As with the past two weeks, the topics of these lessons may
be revision for some and entirely new for others. These exercises help awaken the
brain’s capacity to recognise where spiritual energy manifests in everyday ‘ordinary’
things. We begin to break down the polarity that our egos create and experience life as



a unified and organic energetic expression, all originating from the one source
intelligence, yet displaying itself in apparent difference.

Weeks Eight and Nine

In weeks eight and nine we begin immersing ourselves in spiritual practice. We
embrace divine techniques, such as the Hamsa of the Cosmic Madonna™ and Mundra
Dance™. You will need plenty of space – and perhaps a sense of humour – to do your
practice. You might make mistakes as you go, that is to be expected. But I promise you
won’t cause any planets to realign! Just take your time and rest in your heart.

Around this time, you may find a lot stirring at a deeper level. It may come out in
dreams, in physical symptoms, in emotional tendencies. The practices – particularly the
Hamsa – work with a number of channels in the body and this may result in clearing as
part of the awakening process.

Module Three - Sacred Water

Week Ten

The techniques taught this week will help move the energies that you have been
activating in the practices of the last fortnight. Playing with beautiful, simple, yet
effective psychic seals will help ground and connect you to your body, whilst supporting
your nervous system. Part of this week will be focused on how to enhance your sleep.
Sleep can be thought of as your own daily healing session. It is sacred time during
which you commune with the powerful resource centre of the Divine Feminine – your
own unconscious.

Week Eleven

Similar to the previous week, the techniques you learn this week – including cradling
with Mother Mary, Etheric Gua Sha and light washing – will be enjoyable to practice and
will help to replenish your energy field. Please do not attempt to do everything all at
once. You may like to practice one each day and then begin layering the techniques in
the order given.

Module Four - Expansive Air

Week Twelve

During this week you’ll continue applying the techniques of the past several weeks
whilst integrating new practices, including sending healing from your meditation seat,
visualisations for the Five Enlightened Mothers and distant healing with crystal. Each of



these techniques help you to continue down your own unique path of the Divine
Feminine further learning and demonstrating those energy practices.

Weeks Thirteen and Fourteen

During weeks 13 and 14 we’ll learn the steps for hands-on healing, including the
correct hand placements and methodologies for sealing the energies after hands-on
healing.

You may not want to work with the modality in this way, and there are other choices
available to express the modality. Nonetheless you are encouraged to explore the hand
placements and to ‘feel’ or ‘sense’ for the effect even in your own body. This will further
facilitate flow and integration of the energies of Our Five Enlightened Mothers, whilst
preparing you to share the modality with others using your hands, if you wish.

Module Five - Divine Space

Week Fifteen

This week you are asked to create space and prepare yourself to receive the specific
Kuan Yin Transmission™ attunement from Alana at the deepest level. The transmission
takes place outside of time and space between our souls, which is why it can take place
on a video recording and still be powerfully effective. The feedback we have received
from course participants on their experience of the transmission has been exquisitely
beautiful. You have been preparing your body-soul through the past weeks of the course
to become ready to receive. Keep your mind and heart open to what may unfold, with
trust.

Week Sixteen

During our last week of the program, you will have a chance to reflect on your further
journey with us. You may feel yourself pulled towards ongoing development through
joining our graduate community. This is a time of transition and you can consider your
choices, from your heart. We continue to honour your spiritual freedom, always, and
encourage you to continue moving forward on your path more empowered than ever
before.

We thank you for listening to your soul, and for your ongoing support in generating the
wisdom and light that this healing modality creates. There are many beings in need. We
honour you, your path, and your work, for the sacred contribution that you share with us.
May all beings find freedom, love and peace, according to our divine mother’s
compassionate grace,



Your Kuan Yin Transmission™ Investment

Your 16-week transformational Kuan Yin Transmission™ program costs USD $1888.
Payment plans are available for USD $472 per month.

The program materials (Kuan Yin Transmission™ book, album and cards) are all
supportive of the training, but the only thing you need to complete the online training is
the course itself – all materials are self-contained in that. The one exception to this is a
crystal for the distant healing technique you will be learning.

These incredible tools can expand your capacity for sacred work with divine energies
and elevate your healing journey.

Welcome to Our Loving Community

All participants in the Kuan Yin Transmission™ are welcomed as members of our
beautiful Community of the Sacred. Our community members include professional
practitioners of Alana’s modalities, and those that practice the modalities for self-healing
and for healing our planet, as well as those who are exploring Alana’s non-modality
‘experience courses’ to enrich their personal soul journey . We are a vibrant group of
creative, loving, shining humans and many of our community members choose to work
together to create light and healing on Earth.

As a member of our Community of the Sacred you will have access to an in-depth
community library of materials provided by Alana and her team of spiritual guides and
wonderful humans. This includes numerous additional recordings by Alana, such as
Zoom live blessings, Q&A events and the sharing of guidance from the Divine
Consciousness overseeing the divine educational pathways that we offer.  Community
membership is included in the cost of the course and can continue after the coursework
is completed if desired at nominal additional cost.

Kuan Yin Transmission ™ will transform you, allowing you to become clear and refined
and more of who you came here to be. You will find yourself better able to shine your
inner light for yourself and for others. And able to work with divine beings under the
wisdom and guidance channelled through Alana’s heart.

Love Notes from Graduates of Kuan Yin Transmission™



“The Kuan Yin Transmission changed my life. I received such grace and a love I was so

longing for deep in my heart, and these 5-enlightened mothers directed me towards this

with such astonishing unconditional love.  My eyes were opened to a truth of how

destiny calls us, and a deepening in my heart with such connections and alignment to

have such purpose in this world.  I felt such devoted support from Alana Fairchild and

her many beautiful support angels on all the teachings, and I would highly recommend

this sacred healing work to anyone who feels guided”.

- Karen, Canada
-

“The mudra dance is addictive! Be warned!”

- Elyse, Australia

“I began my Journey with Alana Fairchild's healing modalities in 2020, during the height
of the pandemic. I felt a calling from the 5 enlightened mother's as early as March, well
before the launch of the Kuan Yin Transmission in July of 2020. I first felt the presence
of Isis, then Kuan Yin and followed by Kali. I could not have expected or anticipated the
level of unconditional love, personal healing and peace my soul has integrated in such
a short time during this training. Despite the worlds most challenging hours, KYT has
given me tools to cope with the many challenges that would have typically shaken me to
the core. To just say that I love this delicate yet powerful modality does not effectively
convey my whole experience: such as the depth of spiritual intimacies you develop with
Mary, Tara, Isis, Kuan Yin and Kali; as well as the spiritual, emotional and psychological
growth that occurs and participating in a community of practitioners to share this healing
with the world. I look forward to continuing my training in Kuan Yin Transmissions.
Thank you Alana Fairchild for birthing this beautiful practice, I am honored to be part of
this healing modality.”

-  Cristal, USA

“Training and being held in the frequency of the five enlightened mothers and the heart
field of love and wisdom that Alana generates was an experience that brought great joy
and remembrance to my soul. This work is an unfolding journey of Divine grace, with
healing benefits for all of Earth and her inhabitants. -



- Laura, Australia

The Kuan Yin Transmission™ has been a life-changing modality for me. Alana’s ability
to channel pure pathways of healing and teach them in modern ways, is one of the
greatest gifts I have ever received. Not only do I think this modality is for the growing
spiritual aspirant, I also believe this is a global training that can teach the world how to
honor diversity.”

- Rena, Hawaii

“I highly recommend the Kuan Yin Transmission from Alana. Her connected and deep
knowledge of the Divine Mothers is so profound that teaching is unfolding with grace
and loving-kindness. It has been a deep integration of my practice, of my spiritual path
and an opening to healing through the energy of unconditional love of the Divine
Mothers. This transmission has enhanced my connection to soul, body and heart and
my sensation of the different energies of each Divine Mother. All my profound gratitude
to Alana and the Divine mothers to this unique and precious transmission”

- Marie, France

What’s Next?

Upon successful completion of the 16-week foundations course, you are eligible to
continue your journey into the 16-week intermediate course and on from there to
Intermediate, Advanced Teacher Training, Masters training and finally, Secret
Teachings, if you so desire. The progression through the levels guides you deeper into a
unique, palpable divine practice designed to liberate and heal you and manifest light,
grace, healing and divine assistance for all beings.

You can go as far as you wish on this journey with us. The pathway is continually
evolving. This is a living modality that is responding to the needs of humanity.


